
 

School Home Learning Grid 

1. Choose 1 task from this grid per day to complete alongside your Literacy and Numeracy task 

 2. Complete 1 other task from the HWB grid to complete per day  

3. You can choose another task from the whole school grids to complete if you wish 

 ‘Three Hens and a Peacock’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyTSU58qP-0   (Listen to the story online) 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyTSU58qP-0%20%20%20


 

 
Map of Tuckers Farm. 

Re-listen to the story via the link above.   

Whilst listening look at the pictures from 

the book.  How many other animals can you 

see that live on the farm?  

 

Using these clues and your own knowledge 

of farms try to create your own map of 

Tuckers Farm.  Think about where the 

different animals might live/ what they 

might live in? Where might the farmer live? 

If you really want to challenge yourself, you 

could try to label the different parts of 

Tuckers Farm.  Here are some pictures of 

maps to help give you some ideas.   

 

 
Dressed to Impress! 

 
If you take a little look at the chickens in 

the story you will see that they ‘fancied 

up’ their feathers.  The illustrator has 

added some accessories to the chickens 

that they wouldn’t usually wear!  

 

Can you choose two of the animals from 

the story to ‘fancy up.’   Have a go at 

drawing the animal and then think of some 

items you could add on to make them look 

very fancy and important.   Perhaps the 

cows could wear top hats, or their hooves 

could be painted? Maybe the dog has 

some earrings or a sparkle collar? You can 

do whatever you like! We’re looking 

forward to seeing what creative ideas you 

come up with. 

 

Attached are some step by step guides to 

drawing some farm animals which might 

help with this task.  

 

 
 

 
Expressive Arts 

 
Time to Create!  

If you have access to some paints then please 

use the images below to help guide you 

through creating your own peacocks and 

chickens using a mixture of your hands and 

cotton buds (or something along those lines.)  

Use whatever colours you have/ would like to 

use and feel free add in other animals from 

the story if you think you can create them 

using your hands/finger prints. (Larger 

Pictures are attached below.)  

 

 

 

 

Rainbow Peacocks 

As the Rainbow is being used as a message of 

hope during this global crisis we thought it 

would be lovely to bring that into our Home 

Learning Grid this week. Below is a picture of 

a Rainbow Peacock.  Can you use colouring  



 

 

  

pencils/pens/paints to create your own 

Rainbow Peacock of Hope?  
 



 

 

Modern Languages 
 

As we have a bit of a Farmyard theme this 

week…. 
 

Have a listen to this well know song ‘Old 

MacDonald had a Farm’ sung in french.  Can you  

work out what the french words for these 

farmyard animals are?  Try to listen to the 

song a few times and if you can join in with any 

of the lyrics even better!  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wDcgM_U22XU 
 

 

 

 

Health and Well-Being Tasks 

 

Science 
Disappearing Eggs! 

On the farm it is very easy to find 

some chickens who will have been 

busy laying eggs. If you can spare one 

egg and some vinegar, there is an 

interesting experiment we can do……. 

(There is a video demonstrating this 

experiment on the YouTube Channel) 

Instructions: Gently place a raw egg 

into a recycled glass jar. Then fill 

with vinegar leaving space at the top. 

It is important to leave room at the 

top of the jar or it might burst from 

the carbon dioxide gas produced by 

the reaction. Loosely cover the jar 

with the lid and make sure it is not 

too tight so that the gas can escape 

the jar. Let the egg sit for about two 

days  

Prediction What do you think will 

happen to the egg over the two days? 

Technology 
The chickens in this story were quite 
funny characters who seemed to like 
the finer things in life! 
 
Can you create a model hen house 
which fits their personality? You can 
make your hen house from any 
materials you want….this might be 
lego, recycled boxes, sticks, bricks, 
paper.  
 Remember it has to be top class for 
these fancy chickens…. It can’t just 
be your average hen house!  
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wDcgM_U22XU


 

 

Ms.Brown has sent some great health and well-

being activities  for this week.  Please see below:  
 

Mental and Emotional Well-Being  

To learn skills and strategies which will support me 

in challenging times. Listen to some guided 

meditation called the ‘Gratitude Tree’. Have some 

paper and a pen ready while you listen. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64QzBuhsyuk 
 

Physical Well-Being  

To develop skills and techniques to improve 

performance. Make up your own game or sport. A 

personal favourite of mine is trying to see how 

many socks I can ‘score’ into the washing basket. 

You may also want to play ‘tin can’ bowling using 

recycled tin cans. Get creative. Take photos/videos 

of your game. 

Keep checking it every so often 

through the glass to see if its 

appearance is changing.  

2 Days later……. 

Remove your 

egg from the 

jar and rinse it. 

What has 

happened to the 

egg? Is it the 

same? Or has 

its appearance changed? If there is a 

change, what do you think has made 

that change happen?  

Scientific Answer……The eggshell 

dissolves because eggshells contain a 

chemical called calcium 

carbonate……this dissolves in the 

acidic vinegar and carbon dioxide gas 

is produced. The carbon dioxide 

produces the bubbles that you will 

see while the egg is dissolving.  

 
 
 

   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64QzBuhsyuk


 

 


